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Abstract

Web services technologies provide e-Business a way to
automate and streamline distributed business processes.
They are also emerging as a new approach for supporting
e-Science by providing access to heterogeneous computa-
tion resources and integration of distributed scientific ap-
plications. In this paper, we present a scientific applica-
tion portal architecture that enables end users to compose
a new scientific task by integrating a set of high level web
services provided by portal developers. It is also intended
to provide end users high quality computation services by
choosing an optimal computing resource. The portal de-
sign demonstrates that the flexibility, reusability and inter-
operability can be provided for both end users and portal
developers by using web services technologies.

1. Introduction

Web services technologies are emerging as an approach
to integrate business applications over the Internet and In-
tranet. Web services composition is the process of com-
bining a set of simple web services to accomplish a larger
and sophisticated task or business process. The most pop-
ular business application used for demonstration these web
services composition technologies is “Traveler Planner”. A
travel planner aggregates multiple component services for
flight booking, travel insurance, hotel booking, car rental,
and itinerary planning, which are executed sequentially or
concurrently. Selection and binding of component services
can be carried out at application design time, or during the
execution of a composition services according to multiple
criteria to approach optimality [18].
The description of interactions, exchanging messages,

and execution sequence among web services are a crucial
problem for seamless process integration across enterprise

boundaries. WSDL, which specifies the syntax of the input
and output messages of a software component, is not suf-
ficient to describe the interactions between Web services.
Therefore, industries propose various web services flow
specification standards, such as BPFL4WS, BPEL, WSFL,
BPML, WSCI, and XLANG, driven by “concrete products
and/or commercial interest” [12]. Users have to use spe-
cific vendor pattern for their services composition. Another
research stream on web services description, called seman-
tic web services [8], is emerging in the research commu-
nity. It is focused on extending the vision of the semantic
web [3] to describe, discover, and compose web services. A
set of languages, such as RDF, DAML+OIL, DAML-S, and
OWL, have been developed to represent the properties of
web services using terms from the domain specified ontol-
ogy. At the current stage, the semantic approach is mainly
conducted in academic research with limited implementa-
tion and product support.
Web services technologies provide e-Business a way

to automate and streamline distributed business processes.
It is also emerging as a new approach for supporting e-
Science by providing access to heterogeneous computation
resources and integration of distributed scientific applica-
tions. One of the active research areas is the integration of
web services technologies with grid computing technolo-
gies, such as the Globus toolkit [11], to providing high per-
formance computational environments [9] [10].
Most web services composition research focuses on au-

tonomous aggregation of services into a backend process by
using or extending the technologies discussed above. The
design and deployment process of workflows typically has
to be done by IT experts. A web based scientific applica-
tion portal is intended to provide scientists a unified place
to use and share distributed information resources, software
components, and computation resources. End users of a
scientific application portal are scientists who are experts
in their research domain but often novices in computer sci-



ence. Unlike end users of business applications, scientists
need capabilities to control the modeling and execution pro-
cess of their scientific tasks in order to meet their own re-
search goals.
In this paper, we present a web based scientific applica-

tion portal architecture building upon existing web services
standards and protocols. A set of web services is developed
along high level user interfaces for supporting the scien-
tific modeling and data sharing in a scientific domain. End
users can share the data information that is stored in remote
databases by accessing these web services individually. The
portal allows end users to specify a workflow for describing
a particular scientific task by selecting service components
without dealing with the detail description of web services.
The submitted workflow is executed on a workflow engine
provided in the portal. Both synchronous and asynchronous
service invocations are supported for short running and long
running jobs. Also the portal is intended to provide qual-
ity services for end users by choosing optimal computing
resources for long running jobs. End users can also man-
age the workflow executing process through a web browser.
The portal design demonstrates that flexibility, reusability
and interoperability can be provided for both end users and
portal developers by using web services technologies.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

summarizes some related works on web services technolo-
gies and a motivating scientific application. Section 3 out-
lines the web service based portal architecture. Section 4
presents elementary web services created in the portal. Sec-
tion 5 describes the development and specification of end
user visible services. Section 6 presents a web service com-
position framework that can be used for specifying and exe-
cuting workflow. Section 7 draws conclusions and presents
future plans.

2. Related work

2.1. Motivating scientific application

An example scientific domain that we use to illustrate the
design of the web services based portal architecture is stud-
ies of Natural Organic Matter (NOM). NOM is a mixture
of molecular compounds with different types of structures,
compositions, functional group concentrations, molecular
weights, and different degree of reactivity. NOM comes
from animal and plant material in the natural environment.
It exists everywhere in the world, from terrestrial ecosys-
tems to aquatic environments. NOM plays a crucial role in
the evolution of soils, the transport of pollutants, and the
global biochemical and geochemical cycling of elements.
The evolution of NOM over time from precursor molecules
to mineralization is an important research area in a wide
range of disciplines, including biology, geochemistry, ecol-

ogy, soil science, and water resources. NOM, a prevalent
constituent of natural waters, is highly reactive with min-
eral surfaces. While NOM is transported through soil pores
by water, it can be adsorbed onto or desorbed from mineral
surfaces. Sorption of NOM is an important consideration
in the treatment of drinking water. The details of the NOM
project are described in [14][2].
In order to provide scientists a robust platform for mod-

eling, simulating, and better understanding the evolution be-
havior of NOM over time, a web based scientific application
portal needs to be provided. The portal architecture should
be able to let scientists formulate their application easily and
run them in a heterogeneous distributed computational en-
vironment without considering the details of hardware and
software configuration that are not relevant to their applica-
tions. This portal should also be able to let scientists from
multiple disciplines to share their data and information, an-
alyze the application results, and retrieve the data from the
data repositories.

2.2. Web services architecture

Compared to earlier distributed computational technolo-
gies such as DCOM, CORBA, and EJB, web services over-
come the limitations they have, such as platform depen-
dency, tight coupling and limited interoperability. WSDL,
UDDI and SOAP are three basic standards for the web ser-
vices technologies. Web services, platform independent
software components, are created by service providers and
expressed by the specification of a Web Services Descrip-
tion Language (WSDL). Service providersmay store the de-
scription of a particular service into a public repository (e.g.
UDDI). Service requestors can search a particular web ser-
vice in the repository or access the service directly if they
know the endpoint of the web service.
Web services are a feasible paradigm for building sci-

entific application portals. A web services based portal
architecture can reduce software development costs, im-
prove software quality, and use distributed computational
resources efficiently. It enables portal developers to provide
new services to users more easily. There exist many scien-
tific applications written in Fortran, C and C++ running on
Windows or Unix machines. With web services technolo-
gies, portal developers can integrate these applications with
few changes. It also assists portal developers integrating
web services provided by other service providers [15] into
a portal with end user preferred interfaces.

2.3. Web services composition

Simple interactions of web service providers and re-
questors through standard message and protocols are not
enough to integrate web services on the Internet or In-



tranet. A set of workflow specification languages is emerg-
ing to support the data flow and control flow representa-
tion. Among all of these specifications, BPEL4WS is the
most mature and widely supported by the industry and re-
search community. Service compositions described in the
BPEL4WS format may be deployed on execution engines,
such as BPWS4J [4] and Collaxa BPEL server [6]. Com-
posing a business process with BPEL4WS normally needs
a web services composition tool. The deployment and run-
ning of the workflow are normally dependent on specific
web servers; thus, end users of scientific application portals
cannot be expected to handle the development process.
Along with these industry supported workflow specifi-

cations, various frameworks, prototypes, tools are proposed
to deal with the automatic web services search and com-
position. [17] presents a Petri Net based process modeling
technique for composition of web services. [5] extended
theWebML to describe complex processes. [16] proposed a
packagingmechanism for composing existingWeb services
to support the reuse, specialization, and extention of defined
service components. [1] present a system that allows clients
to control and monitor job execution in the Grid community.
Most of the research is work in progress and suitable for
use only in specific research domains. It is hard to extend
them into our portal design without significant changes or
extra implementations. The round trip interactions between
end users and the process cannot be handled easily while
the composed process is executing. We present a simple,
extensible, and end user oriented workflow specification in
the portal architecture to address these issues.

3. Overview of the Scientific Application Portal
Architecture

The purpose of a web based scientific application portal
is to provide scientists an approach to access software and
data information that reside on a distributed computational
environment via a standard web browser. With the portal
architecture, users can use the high performance comput-
ing instruments that are not affordable by a small research
group. Users can also access software that they are autho-
rized to use without the extra work of downloading and in-
stalling on their local machines.
Main functions that a portal should provide to end users

are:

Secure access: Users should be get authentication
when they sign up and be assigned authorization to the
resource and services that they are permited to use.

Application formulation and management: The portal
should be able to help users formulate their applica-
tions by providing a configuration parameters editor,

execute their applications, access the status of running
applications, and stop the applications if it is necessary.

Data analysis tools: The portal should include data
analysis tools that are used to analyze the application
results.

Information services: Users should be able to request
data information from the data repository or other in-
formation resources. They should also be able to send
data information to the repository and use them at a
later point in time. The information can be displayed
as HTML pages or represented as downloadable files
that users can analyze using other tools. Users can also
upload the results to the repository and to share with
other users.

The portal architecture prototype is built upon the exist-
ing web services standards and technologies. Portal devel-
opers may implement these services that can realize func-
tions described above from scratch or integrate services pro-
vided by other service providers. Figure 1 presents basic
properties of the web services based scientific portal archi-
tecture. End users, scientists, sign up to the portal and ac-
cess authorized services from user interfaces. User inter-
faces that are normally JavaServer Pages, send requests to
corresponding service clients. Service clients are service
requestors that assemble input parameters for web services
using input from users and send SOAP requests to web ser-
vices. Web services invocation can be accomplished in syn-
chronous and asynchronous ways. Service clients wait for
operations to be completed in synchronous invocation ap-
proach, while clients can invoke services and receive results
later in the asynchronous invocation approach. The user in-
terfaces and service clients that are responsible for request-
ing one or multiple web services are built as a web appli-
cation. The web application can reside on the same web
server or different web server as web services. The web
services provided in this portal may be written in multiple
programming languages and running on various platforms.
In the service oriented architecture, a large scientific pro-

cess can be exposed as a web service. Also components that
compose the scientific process can be separated as several
web services. In order to provide a full functional portal
without redundant coding, we expose pieces of scientific
logic as a set of elementary web services. Elementary web
services defined in this paper are autonomous units that can
be processed separately to accomplish a simple task. An
elementary web service is described as a WSDL specifica-
tion and stored in a service repository (e.g. UDDI). It can
also be combined with other elementary services to accom-
plish a more complex task by portal developer. End users of
the scientific application portal do not need to have knowl-
edge of SOAP or WSDL specifications. A service client,
implemented by portal developers, handles interpretation of



Figure 1. Web services based scientific portal
architecture

WSDL that describes a particular web service, and gener-
ates and sends SOAP message to the web service. End user
visible web services hides the underlying details from end
users by providing service clients and user interfaces.
A scientific logic, provided by scientists who are col-

laborating with portal developers, may not satisfy all the
end users. Therefore, the portal architecture provides an-
other important feature by offering end users capabilities
to form their own scientific logics to meet their particular
research interests. End users can compose a new scientific
process including data input processes, aggregation of com-
putational components, and data output processes through
a HTML form based editor or a visual tool. A services
workflow composer is provided for checking the correct-
ness of the scientific logic according to the dependencies
among web services. If conflicts exist, the composer sends
a message to the end users asking for a redesign. Other-
wise, a XML based workflow specification is generated and
stored in a database for future usage. A workflow execution
engine is responsible for parsing the workflow and invokes
appropriateweb services. Figure 2 shows the relationship of
these functions. The following sections describe each part
in detail.
Among various web services development toolkits, such

as Axis from Apache, Java WSDP from Sun, and WSTK
from IBM, we chose Oracle Jdeveloper 9.0.4 as the main
web service development tool and deploy web services
mainly on the Oracle9iAS web server running on Linux.
Windows .NET platform can be used to host web services

Figure 2. End user oriented web services
composition heriarchy

using other languages.

4. Elementary web services creation

Elementary web services can be created and deployed on
various platforms, such as J2EE and .NET. Elementary web
services provided in the portal can be separated into several
categories as shown in Figure 3. Some web services provide
end user usable functions, while other web services provide
the functions for monitoring and managing the computing
resources. A short running service, such as data input, is
deployed on one machine. A long running service that is a
mostly CPU and memory bound process, such as a compu-
tation service, is deployed on multiple machines.

4.1. Information input services

XML format provides a standard way for exchanging
data information between applications. A set of predefined
XML schema is provided for supporting the data input into
backend databases. The input data can either come from
HTML forms or a XML file. Information input services
accept XML documents as their input parameters and pro-
videmultiple operations to parse the XML document, create
database connections, and write data into the database. If
exceptions occur during the input process, the getErrorMes-
sage operation is provided to return exception messages.
The getValue operation is provided to return corresponding
data.



Figure 3. Elementary web services

4.2. Information query and data analysis services

Information query services accept XML documents as
input parameters and provide multiple operations to cre-
ate database connections, retrieve data information from
databases, and generate XML documents. If exceptions oc-
cur during the input process, the getErrorMessage operation
is provided to return exception messages. The getData op-
eration is provided to return corresponding data.
Data analysis services can be incorporatedwith informa-

tion query services to providemore useful data to end users.

4.3. Computation services

In the NOM application, a set of simulation models is
provided to meet different research requirements. For each
simulation model, there are several modules to simulate be-
havior of NOM, such as motion, sorption, and chemical
reactions. It is possible to separate these modules out as
web services. However, the internal computation process
involves frequent iterations and internal state maintenances
that would result in large data transaction inefficiency. A
better strategy is to build a generic simulation model that
consists of all the modules. The generic model is exposed
as a computation service that consists of multiple operations
that are modules from different simulation models. The
computation service accepts a XML document as its input
parameter. The XML document conforms to the predefined
XML schema that describes modules need to be modeled
and a session number responsible for identifying a task. A
computation process is formed according to certain compu-
tation logic.

The scientific application portal can host various compu-
tation services. There are many existing scientific applica-
tions written in other programming languages. With a few
changes, these programs can be transformed into web ser-
vices using existing toolkits, such as gSOAP toolkit [7] and
WSAP from systinet [13]. These programs can also be cre-
ated as web services and deployed on the Windows .NET
platform in our portal architecture.

4.4. Computing resource management services

In order to provide end users high quality services and
efficient use of computing resources, the portal architecture
provides a set of services that is used for monitoring the
resource usage and managing the resource. checkLoad ser-
vice that resides on each server returns the CPU load aver-
age and the memory usage information. This information
can be retrieved using uptime and procinfo commands on
Linux. CPU load average and memory usage are two main
criteria that are used to choose an optimal computing re-
source. These services are invoked when it is time to invoke
long running computation services. They are not usable for
typical end users.

4.5. Miscellaneous services

A set of simple services are provided to help end users
with their scientific researches. molecule weight calcula-
tion accepts a XML document that describes the properties
of particular molecules. It calculates the molecular weight
for end users. lognormal distribution generation accepts a
XML document that describes the mean and standard devi-
ation of molecular weight distributions for the simulation.
It generates a log-normal distribution graph for users. send
email accepts a XML document that describes the sender,
receivers, subject, and email contents. It generates a mes-
sage and sends to receivers.

5. End User Visible Services

The purpose of this portal architecture is to let end users,
scientists, use web services or model a new simulation with-
out knowledge of how to interprete a WSDL specification.
In addition to the elementary web services, service clients
and user interfaces are provided for accessing services that
can be used by end users. These are called end user visible
services. End users send requests to service clients by pro-
viding data from user interfaces. Service clients generate in-
put parameters and call the remote services. Service clients
also receive the output parameters from services, generate
XML documents, and send back to user interfaces which
render the information to end users as an HTML page.



For example, when an end user enters the portal, a set
of services that the user is authorized to use is displayed.
By clicking the link create new molecule from wizard, an
interface for inputting the properties of the molecule is dis-
played. After the user finishes the input, by clicking the sub-
mit button, a request is send to a service client. The service
client generates a XML document that conforms to the pre-
defined schema describing the molecule structure and sends
a SOAP request to the service. The service writes data into
database and returns a XML document to the service client.
The service client renders HTML pages to the end user.
The relationship between service clients and service can

be one-one or one-many. A one-one relationship means that
each service client maps to one service. A one-many re-
lationship means that a service client can call several op-
erations from multiple WSDL descriptions in a certain se-
quence.
End user visible services can be not only used directly,

but also can be used for composing a new scientific task
that end users are interested in. It is necessary to provide
a mechanism that can ensure the correctness of the com-
posed workflow provided by end users. Therefore, we first
provide a XML specification that expresses dependencies
among these individual web services. Four types of rela-
tionships between two individual services are specified in
the portal.

Exclusive: Either “Service 1” or “Service 2” can be in
the workflow, but not both.

FullDependentOn: If “Service 1” is in the workflow,
“Service 2” must be in the workflow. Also the execu-
tion sequence must be “Service 2” then “Service 1”.

PartialDependentOn: If “Service 1” is in the work-
flow, “Service 2” is not necessary in the workflow. If
“Service 2” is in the workflow, then the execution se-
quence must be “Service 2” then “Service 1”.

Coexist: If “Service 1” is in the workflow, one of the
service in a group must be in the workflow. But they
can execute in any order.

The relationship definition for all the end user visible ser-
vices is stored in a XML file. Portal administrators can add
a new service or delete a service by modify the XML doc-
ument. Figure 4 shows an example of service definitions.

6. Web Services Composition Framework

When end users enter the portal, they can choose to com-
pose a new task by clicking a button. A task editor is pre-
sented to end users. Initially, for simplicity reasons, the task
editor can be a HTML form with radio buttons, text boxs,

Figure 4. An example of end user visable ser-
vice definition

and check boxs. More sophisticated graphic composition
tools can be built and provide end users a more flexible way
to represent their tasks as a directed graph.
In order to illustrate the main ideas of end user ori-

ented service composition in the portal architecture, a sim-
ple composition scenario is presented in 6.1. The service
composition process and specification is discussed in 6.2.
The workflow execution engine is described in 6.3.

6.1. Composition scenarios

An end user may be only interested in modeling the sorp-
tion behavior of NOM with water flow over time. The user
has the mean and standard deviation of molecular weight
distribution on hand, and also would like to get results to
show the adsorbed molecule weight distribution over time.
The user can define the environment parameters by

choosingNewEnvironment for creating environment param-
eters from a web based wizard,UploadEnvironment for cre-
ating environment parameters by uploading a XML file, or
ChooseEnvironment for choosing environment parameters
from an existing set up. Then the user may choose Au-
toDistribution for inputting mean and standard deviation.
Two operations in the computation service, ModelSorption
and ModelMove, should be choosen to be included into the
computation process. AdsorptionDistribution and Desorp-
tionDistribution should be choosen as output.
After the end user clicks the “submit” button. The data

information is sent to the workflow composer.

6.2. Workflow composer

The workflow composer checks dependencies among
these chosen services and operations against to the speci-



fication defined in Figure 4 using XPath. If there are con-
flicts, a message is sent back to the end user for correction.
After the composed task is validated, the workflow com-

poser sends a query to the database and gets a session num-
ber as an identifier for the task. A XML document is gen-
erated to present the workflow of this task. Since the invo-
cation for a particular service and interpretation of WSDL
file is embedded in the end user visible services, the work-
flow specification for end user composed task only needs
to specify a sequence of user interfaces without handling
the details. Figure 5 shows the simple description language
used in the portal for describing the workflow. The XML
document is stored into a database corresponding to the task
identifier. Next, it is sent to the workflow execution engine.

Figure 5. An workflow example

6.3. Workflow Execution Engine

The workflow execution engine is responsible for man-
aging the control flow and data flow among multiple web
services during the execution of the workflow. In a scien-
tific application, a workflow submitted by a client can either
be processed in synchronous or asynchronous, parallel or
sequential ways.
In this portal architecture, we provide a workflow execu-

tion engine that consists of a central controller and a back-
ground processor as shown in Figure 6. The central con-

troller is responsible to handle the synchronous web service
invocation for short running jobs such as data input that re-
quires maintain the status of interactions between end users
and services. The background processor is responsible to
handle the asynchronous invocation for long running jobs
such as the computation services. This approach allows end
users to submit their workflow specifications, input the pa-
rameters interactively with services, and disconnect from
the system and retrieve all the data later.

Figure 6. Workflow Execution Engine

The central controller is implemented by exploiting Java
Servlets technologies. In our design, the end user visible
web service hides the service invocation by providing user
interface and service client. When the central controller be-
gins to process the workflow, the controller processes the
first job defined in the workflow by dispatching correspond-
ing user interfaces to end users. By inputting the data, the
service client invokes the web service and gets the results
back. The user interface redirects the results to the central
controller. If the message is an exception message, then the
controller sends back an error message to the end user and
informs the user that the task is terminated. If the message
indicates that the job is done, then the controller saves the
information in the session and dispatchs the next user inter-
face to the end user. After all the sequential steps are fin-
ished, the servlet returns the end user a message to inform
that all the information has been collected and the user can
log out and check the results later. End users can check the
status of their tasks from a JSP page. If end users want to
terminate their tasks, they can send a request by clicking
a button. In the mean time, the central controller sends a
query to the database to indicate that the particular work-



flow is ready for the asynchronous execution.
The background processor is monitoring the status of all

the submitted tasks by checking the database continuously
at every time interval. When it discovers that a workflow
is ready for invoking the computation service, the back-
ground processor first invokes the checkLoad service that
resides on each server to get the CPU usage and mem-
ory usage at this time point and chooses an optimal com-
puting resource. The background processor issues (Run-
time.getRuntime()).exec() to invoke the computation ser-
vice client that resides on the same machine. The compu-
tation service client dynamically binds the computation ser-
vice on the selected optimal computing resource and sends
a SOAP message to the computation service. The compu-
tation service client does not need to wait for the response
from the computation service after it fires the call. After
the computation service finishes the computation, it updates
the status of the current task by sending an update query to
the database that informing the background processor that
the next service in the workflow is ready to be invoked.
When the background processor gets this information, it in-
vokes multiple data analysis services that are required in the
workflow in parallel. The analysis results are stored in the
database after the analysis processes are finished. After the
workflow is finished, the background processor invokes the
send email services to inform end users that their tasks are
finished and the results are ready to be accessed.

7. Conclusions

We present a web services based portal architecture that
supports end users composing new tasks without having to
consider the detail description of web services. Service
clients, provided by portal developers, reside between web
services and end users. A service client acts as a proxy by
hiding SOAP message sending and receiving. The portal
architecture provides a simple specification that expresses
complex dependencies between web services in XML. The
workflow composer assists end users in combining a set of
web services and generates a workflow. The workflow exe-
cution engine consists of a central controller that is respon-
sible for synchronous service invocation and a background
processor that is responsible for asynchronous service invo-
cation. A mechanism is provided in the portal to choose an
optimal computing resource for long running computation
services and provide end users high quality services.
The workflow specification provided in the portal can be

extended to handle more sophisticated control structure. It
is also possible to incorporate semantic web technologies to
provide more meaningful workflow vocabulary.
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